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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the first Internet-wide active measurement study to enumerate networks not filtering incoming
packets based on their source address. Our method identifies
closed and open DNS resolvers handling requests from the
outside of the network with the source address in the prefix
of the tested network. The study gives the most complete
picture of the inbound Source Address Validation deployment
at network providers: 32,673 IPv4 ASes and 197,641 IPv4 BGP
prefixes are vulnerable to spoofing of inbound traffic.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network measurement; Security.
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INTRODUCTION

The Internet relies on IP packets containing source and
destination addresses in packet headers. However, there is
no packet-level authentication mechanism to ensure that
the source addresses are genuine [2]. The modification of a
source IP address, referred to as “IP spoofing”, is leveraged in
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks, and in particular, the reflection attacks [1]. As we cannot prevent packet
header modification, a means to block spoofed packets is
packet filtering at the network edge, formalized in RFC 2827
and called Source Address Validation (SAV) [16].
The role of IP spoofing in cyberattacks drives the need to
estimate the level of SAV deployment by network providers.
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There exist methods aimed at enumerating networks without
packet filtering [1–3, 8–15]. However, a great majority of
the existing work concentrates on outbound SAV, the root
of DDoS attacks [8]. While less obvious, the lack of inbound
filtering enables an attacker to appear as an internal host
of a network and may reveal valuable information about
the network infrastructure. Inbound IP spoofing may serve
as a vector for zone poisoning [5], cache poisoning [4], or
recent NXNSAttack [17], even if the DNS server is correctly
configured as a closed resolver.
In this paper, we report on the results of the Closed Resolver Project [6, 7, 19]. We propose a new method to identify networks not filtering inbound traffic based on source
IP addresses. We perform an Internet-wide scan of the IPv4
address space to identify closed and open DNS resolvers
in each routable network. We achieve this goal by sending
DNS A requests with spoofed source IP addresses for which
the destination is every host of every routing prefix and the
source is the next host in the same network. We control
the authoritative name server for the queried domains and
observe from which networks it receives the requests. This
method identifies networks not performing filtering of incoming packets without the need for a vantage point inside
the network itself.
The above method when applied alone shows the absence
of inbound SAV at the network edge. In parallel, we send subsequent unspoofed DNS A record requests to identify open
resolvers at the scale of the Internet. If open resolvers reply to
the unspoofed requests but not to the spoofed ones, we infer
the presence of SAV for incoming traffic either at the network
edge or in transit networks. By doing this, we detect both
the absence and the presence of inbound packet filtering.

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Spoofing Scan
Figure 1 illustrates the idea of the proposed method in detail.
We have developed an efficient scanner that sends handcrafted DNS A record request packets [18]. We run the scanner on a machine inside a network that does not deploy

query response is sent to the spoofed source (1.2.3.6).
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Figure 1: Inbound spoofing scan setup.

outbound SAV so that we can send packets with spoofed
IP addresses. We set up a DNS server authoritative for the
drakkardns.com domain to capture the traffic related to our
scans. When a resolver inside a network vulnerable to inbound spoofing performs query resolution, we observe it on
our authoritative DNS server. To prevent caching and to be
able to identify the true originator in case of forwarding, each
time we query a unique subdomain composed of a random
string, the hex-encoded resolver IP address (the destination
of our query), a scan identifier, and the domain name itself,
for example, qGPDBe.02ae52c7.s1.drakkardns.com.
Figure 1 shows the scanning setup for the 1.2.3.0/24
network. In step 1, the scanner sends one spoofed packet to
each host of this network, thus packets to 254 destinations
in total. The spoofed source IP address is always the next
one after the destination. When the spoofed DNS packet has
not been filtered anywhere in transit and there is no packet
filtering at the edge, then nothing prevents it from entering
the network. If the packet destination is 1.2.3.5, the address
of the local resolver (step 2), it receives a DNS A record
request from what looks to be another host on the same
network and performs query resolution. If the destination is
not the local resolver, it will drop the packet. However, the
scanner will eventually reach all the hosts on the network
and the local resolver if there is one.
In this study, we distinguish between two types of local resolvers: forwarders (or proxies) that forward queries to other
recursive resolvers and non-forwarders that recursively resolve queries they receive. Therefore, the non-forwarding
local resolver (1.2.3.5) inspects the query that looks as if
it was sent from 1.2.3.6 and performs the resolution by
iteratively querying the root (step 3) and the top-level domain name (step 4) servers until it reaches our authoritative
DNS server in step 5. Alternatively, it forwards the query to
another recursive resolver that repeats the same procedure
as described above for non-forwarders. In step 6, the DNS A

Open Resolver Scan

In parallel, we perform an open resolver scan by sending
DNS A requests with the genuine source IP address of the
scanner. To avoid temporal changes, we send a non-spoofed
query just after the spoofed one to the same host. The format
of a non-spoofed query is almost identical to the spoofed
one. The only difference is the scan identifier, for example,
qGPDBe.02ae52c7.n1.drakkardns.com. If we receive a request on our authoritative DNS server, it means that we have
reached an open resolver. Moreover, if this open resolver
did not resolve a spoofed query, we infer the presence of
inbound SAV either in transit or at the tested network edge.

3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Our scans have revealed 4,589,251 closed DNS resolvers,
4,213,192 of which are forwarders. We have also identified
4,022,711 open resolvers. We found that 32,673 ASes (49%),
197,641 BGP prefixes (23%), and 959,666 /24 IPv4 networks
are fully or partially vulnerable to spoofing of inbound traffic.
We have compared the results of spoofing and open resolver
scans to reveal the absence and the presence of inbound
SAV. We found that 19,090 of ASes are not vulnerable to
inbound spoofing. However, 14,382 (38.47%) of all tested
autonomous systems show inconsistent results possibly due
different filtering policies at upstream providers for multihomed customer ASes, or measurement errors.
We have retrieved the Spoofer data and deployed a method
proposed by Mauch [14] to infer the absence and the presence
of outbound SAV. In this way, we studied the policies of the
SAV deployment per provider in both directions and concluded that inbound filtering is less deployed than outbound.
Previous work demonstrated the difficulty in incentivizing providers to deploy filtering for outbound traffic due to
misaligned economic incentives: implementing SAV for outbound traffic benefits other networks and not the network of
the deployment [13]. This work shows how the deployment
of SAV for inbound traffic protects the provider network.
We have started longitudinal measurements to infer the
deployment of SAV in both IPv4 and IPv6 address spaces [6]
and plan to notify all parties affected by the vulnerability.
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